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Automated circumferential construction of
first-order aqueous humor outflow pathways using
spectral-domain optical coherence tomography
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Abstract. The purpose was to create a three-dimensional (3-D) model of circumferential aqueous humor outflow
(AHO) in a living human eye with an automated detection algorithm for Schlemm’s canal (SC) and first-order
collector channels (CC) applied to spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT). Anterior segment
SD-OCT scans from a subject were acquired circumferentially around the limbus. A Bayesian Ridge method was
used to approximate the location of the SC on infrared confocal laser scanning ophthalmoscopic images with a
cross multiplication tool developed to initiate SC/CC detection automated through a fuzzy hidden Markov Chain
approach. Automatic segmentation of SC and initial CC’s was manually confirmed by two masked graders.
Outflow pathways detected by the segmentation algorithm were reconstructed into a 3-D representation of
AHO. Overall, only <1% of images (5114 total B-scans) were ungradable. Automatic segmentation algorithm
performed well with SC detection 98.3% of the time and <0.1% false positive detection compared to expert
grader consensus. CC was detected 84.2% of the time with 1.4% false positive detection. 3-D representation
of AHO pathways demonstrated variably thicker and thinner SC with some clear CC roots. Circumferential
(360 deg), automated, and validated AHO detection of angle structures in the living human eye with
reconstruction was possible. © 2017 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.22.6.066010]
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1 Introduction
The primary risk factor for glaucoma progression is intraocular
pressure (IOP) that is too high.1–4 IOP represents a balance of
aqueous humor production in the eye and aqueous humor out-
flow (AHO) through the conventional and unconventional path-
ways. Usually, IOP is considered to be high in glaucoma due to
increased AHO resistance in the conventional outflow pathway.5

The conventional outflow pathway starts with aqueous humor
flowing past the trabecular meshwork (TM), into Schlemm’s
Canal (SC)6 located along the limbus, through a number of
collector channels (CCs), leading ultimately to an intrascleral
venous plexus, aqueous veins, and episcleral veins.

Multiple reports of conventional AHO pathway structural
imaging have been published. Methods have included micro-
computed tomography (micro-CT) or optical coherence
tomography (OCT) in both perfused postmortem eyes or live
normal individuals.7–11 The advantages of postmortem eyes
include the lack of shadowing from blood-filled surface vessels
and avoidance of motion artifacts. An advantage of OCT is
noncontact and noninvasive imaging suitable for live patients.
Pilocarpine administration has been shown to influence OCT-
imaged outflow structures.12–14 Automated detection of SC has
also been described in rodents (Mukherjee et al. IOVS 2016;
57:ARVO E-Abstract 5936). Phase-based OCT (PhS-OCT) has
shown dynamic motion in TM and post-TM outflow pathways

with demonstration of a pulsatile tempo likely related to the
cardiac cycle.15 Since OCT provides information in optical sli-
ces, much of the OCT work above has been based on sampled
information from localized regions of the eye. Therefore, a full
representation of the AHO structural framework in one eye is
still required.

Here we performed noninvasive imaging of AHO pathways
using spectral-domain OCT, 360 deg around the limbus in one
eye of a living individual. We also developed an automated
detection method to identify first-order (SC and CCs) AHO
structures. OCT-based definitions of CCs were proposed.
Expert graders were used to validate the detection method. With
an automated detection method in live humans, investigators
can start to study individual variations, differences between
two eyes of one individual, and diseased versus normal eyes.
With this information, ophthalmologists may be able to target
surgeries for optimal IOP-lowering results.

2 Methods

2.1 Test Subject

The right eye of a 35-year-old healthy Middle Eastern male with
no medical history or ocular history was used for this study. This
study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of UCLA
and performed in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration
of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained. The subject
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had a best-corrected visual acuity of 20/20 with a refraction
of −075 sphþ 075 cyl × 45 deg. The patient had no family
history of glaucoma or personal history of ocular hypertension.
The exam was only notable for a small nasal pinguecula.

2.2 Image Acquisition

Anterior segment SD-OCT imaging was performed with the
Heidelberg Spectralis (Heidelberg Engineering, Germany)
using the anterior segment lens/module on scleral mode with
oversampling (automated real-time = 9) and TruTrak tracking
(Fig. 1). Topical proparacaine was given to the eye. Five over-
lapping scans were taken from each of the eight cardinal posi-
tions (superior, superior-temporal, temporal, inferior-temporal,
inferior, inferior-nasal, nasal, and superior nasal). Temporal and
nasal volumes utilized horizontal scans. Superior and inferior
volumes utilized vertical scans. All other positions were oblique.
Using a Heidelberg Engineering developed custom script for
decreased B-scan to B-scan distance, each volume scan was
composed of 128 B-scans over a 15- × 2-deg scan angle for
final axial/lateral/B–B scan resolution of 3.87∕11∕11 μm,
respectively. While tracking was indispensable to counteract
motion artifact, slow volume acquisition required 1 to 2 min
of time per volume. The subject experienced dry eye discomfort.
To minimize the risk of corneal damage, artificial tears were
applied with substantial rest periods in between image acquis-
ition sessions. As CCs are small (∼30 μm),6 the decreased
B-scan to B-scan distance was important to limit missing them.
However, this meant a large number of B-scans was needed
to cover the limbus circumferentially. In the end, we obtained
40 volumes totaling a substantial number of B-scans for one
subject (#5114).

2.3 Image Processing

Focused on analyzing this large batch of data from one eye,
three-dimensional (3-D) SD-OCT images were exported to a
numerical computing language (MATLAB;MathWorks, Natick,
Massachusetts). SC was defined as an OCT-signal hypodense
(low-reflective) structure in the perilimbal region near the angle.

Due to inconsistent angle location in each OCT B-scan across
the eye and variable image quality, automated detection of
outflow pathways based solely on the OCT images was chal-
lenging. To overcome this problem, we proposed a hierarchical
method for SC and CC detection and segmentation. The image
acquisition device provided the B-scan in addition to the con-
focal scanning laser ophthalmoscopic (CSLO) image, which
corresponded to each rectangle (Fig. 1). Therefore, the CSLO
images were used as a first step to approximate the location
of the angle to initiate SC detection. Using a Bayesian ridge
approach,16 the scleral-cornea border was identified in this
region to (1) approximate the angle’s location in the OCT
images and (2) to account for the curvature around the limbus.
Then, a crossmultiplication method was used to relocate the
delineated curvature for the OCT images. For example, if the
ridge was in the middle of the CSLO images, the approximate
location of the angle would be in the middle of the OCT B-scan
image. This estimated area was used as a starting point to
segment both SC and CC. Then, a fuzzy hidden Markov chain
algorithm was used to segment both SC and CC. Fuzzy hidden
Markov model-based automatic segmentation algorithms allow
noise modeling and have proven to be less sensitive to ambigu-
ous tissue borders than other segmentation approaches.17 These
algorithms offer an unsupervised estimation of the parameters
needed for the image segmentation and limit the user’s input to
the number of classes to be searched for in the image.17 In par-
ticular, we have defined four classes: (1) the SC, (2) the CC,
(3) the anterior segment tissue, and (4) the noise (i.e., area of the
image that does not correspond to the anterior segment). Each
class was modeled with a gamma distribution with different
values of hyper-parameters (α i and β i), where i ∈ f1;2; 3;4g.

To refine the segmentation of the CC, we defined the
following parameters. First, CCs were defined as OCT-signal
hypodense (low-reflective) structures that, when emanating
from the posterior tip of SC, had an angle theta of 15 deg to
170 deg (Fig. 2). Second, if not from the posterior tip of SC,
CCs could only arise from the dorsal portion of the posterior
50% of the SC with an angle theta of 15 deg to 115 deg
(Fig. 2). The first criterion acknowledged that there would be

Fig. 1 Anterior segment OCT image acquisition. Overlapping volume
scans (15- × 2-deg scan angle and total of 128 B-scans each) were
taken in each position (superior, inferior, temporal, nasal, superior-
temporal, superior-nasal, inferior-temporal, and inferior-nasal).
Scale bar ¼ 1 mm.

Fig. 2 Definition of collector channels. (a) A hyporeflective band
(interphase shadow) is seen on anterior segment OCT that is believed
to be the trabecular meshwork.9 (b) Given its OCT low reflectivity sta-
tus, it can be confused for aqueous humor outflow pathway lumens on
automated segmentation as an anterior pointing collector channel
(CC). Therefore, CCs were defined as, if arising from the dorsal por-
tion of SC, arising only on the dorsal 50% of SC and with an angle θ
of 15 to 115 deg to avoid the hyporeflective band. Also, an angle θ of
15 to 170 deg was acceptable if CC arose from the posterior tip of
Schlemm’s canal (SC) because CC arising in-line from the posterior
tip of SC could not be distinguished from an extra-long SC.
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no way for a method to distinguish a CC that emanated in-line
from the posterior tip of SC from an unusually long SC. The
second criterion acknowledged an arc-like hyporeflective
band oft-seen in anterior segment OCT.9 Current literature labels
this structure as the TM-interface band although no exhaustive
ground-truth OCT:histological study has proven its identity.
Nevertheless, the position of this band is superior to the scleral
spur and inferior to Schwalbe’s line, suggesting that this struc-
ture may be TM-related. Given its low OCT reflective status, we
found that automated detection methods designed to find low-
reflective structures could identify this band and confuse it for
CCs. Therefore, while unclear if this structure truly represents
outflow lumens or not, we decided to remain consistent with
current conventions by excluding it in automated detection.

2.4 Expert Grading

The expert graders (AD and AH) used were accustomed to read-
ing OCT as a part of routine clinical care, have been involved in
the past with clinical trials utilizing anterior segment imaging,
and were the team members that developed the above definitions
for automated detection of AHO pathways. In an iterative
process, definitions would be made, automated detection was
applied, and graders would observe the results with subsequent
adjustment to the definition until the final criteria were settled
upon as above. To assess the accuracy of the automated detec-
tion method, specific questions were applied to two-dimensional
(2-D) B-scan results. First, each B-scan was graded for image
quality as either gradable (visible cornea, sclera, iris, and angle
recess without excessive shadowing) or ungradable. The auto-
mated detection of each B-scan was then graded in a masked
fashion using six questions with an answer of “yes” or “no.”
The following grading questions were applied to every single
B-scan obtained.

1. Was there a failure to detect SC (false-negative SC) by
the automated detection method?

2. Was there detection of SC in an incorrect location
(false-positive SC) by the automated detection
method?

3. Was there subpar detection of SC (<50% identified) by
the automated detection method?

4. Was there exaggerated detection of SC (>200% iden-
tified) by the automated detection method?

5. Was there failure to detect CC (false-negative CC) by
the automated detection method?

6. Was there detection of CC in an incorrect location
(false-positive CC) by the automated detection method?

The results from both graders were tabulated into a 2 × 2
table format (Tables 1–6), and Cohen’s kappa coefficients
were calculated to determine intergrader agreement (Table 7).
Separately, as not every single B-scan had a CC, assessing
for false-negative detection using a denominator of total graded
B-scans (n ¼ 4066) would artificially improve the accuracy of
the automated detection method. Therefore, true false negatives
were assessed dividing the total agreed false negatives (n ¼ 145
in Table 5) by the total number of B-scans with observed CC
(n ¼ 923). Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS
version 18.0 (SPSS Inc., Armonk, New York).

Table 1 Was SC missed by automated detection?

Grade

Grader 1

No Yes

Grader 2 No 4978 15

Yes 16 57

% “No” by both graders = 98.3%

Table 2 Was SC falsely identified by automated detection?

Grade

Grader 1

No Yes

Grader 2 No 5025 11

Yes 5 25

% “No” by both graders = >99.9%

Table 3 Was SC underestimated by automated detection?

Grade

Grader 1

No Yes

Grader 2 No 4808 91

Yes 44 123

% “No” by both graders = 94.9%

Table 4 Was SC exaggerated by automated detection?

Grade

Grader 1

No Yes

Grader 2 No 5043 20

Yes 1 2

% “No” by both graders = >99.9%

Table 5 Were CC completely missed by automated detection?

Grade

Grader 1

No Yes

Grader 2 No 4775 58

Yes 88 145

% “No” by both graders = 94.3%
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2.5 Three-Dimensional Reconstruction

To reconstruct the 360-deg 3-D representation of SC and CCs
from OCT B-scans, the CSLO image was used to stitch together
the different volumes. When two or more volumes overlapped in
one area, the mean of the SC and CC was calculated. Hence, the
B-scans were aligned in 3-D space, using the infrared image
associated with each OCT B-scan as a girdle framework.
This averaging in overlap regions helped overcome parallax
errors from imaging from different perspectives and distortions
at edges of volumes. The number of total unique CCs was
counted, given the following criteria: (1) the collector should
be present in every overlapped volume, (2) the length of each
collector should have at least five connected pixels, and (3) each

collector should be present in at least 10 consecutive B-scans.
This final 3-D reconstruction was then opened in Imaris (7.3.0;
Bitplane, Zurich, Switzerland) for isosurface mapping and
polygonal reconstruction for SC and CCs.18,19

3 Results
The automated detection method qualitatively identified SC
and CC (Figs. 3 and 4). Even septa within the SC could be dis-
tinguished [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. As described in the methods,
anterior segment OCT literature acknowledges the presence
of an arc-like low OCT-reflectivity hypodensity for which the
convention is to identify as being TM-related (Figs. 2 and 5).
To remain consistent with this convention, we designed the auto-
mated detection method to avoid this structure (Fig. 5).

To test the accuracy and precision of this method, expert
readers were used. Only 48 out of 5114 (0.009%) images
were determined to be ungradable. The predominant reason
for ungradable images was surface vessel or structure-related
(pinguecula) shadowing. A series of questions (see Sec. 2)
to validate the automated detection method was posed for
every single B-scan. 2 × 2 tables for two graders are shown
(Tables 1–6). Most importantly, the method performed well;
the two graders agreed that errors were made (answer of
“yes” by each grader) only <0.01 to 5.7% of the time. Stated
in reverse (“no” by each grader), the two graders agreed that
98.3%, 94.9%, >99.9%, and >99.9% of the time SC was
not missed, underestimated, falsely identified, or exaggerated,
respectively. Kappa values for questions 1 to 6 were good, rang-
ing from 0.63 to 0.78 (Table 7), except for the case of question 4
(exaggerated SC detection), where the kappa was low (0.16,
Table 7). Here, the overall incidence of exaggerated SC
detection by the automated software was also extremely low
(Table 4), which can directly lead to a small kappa value.
For CCs, since not every B-scan showed a CC, the 2 × 2 tables
were appropriate for assessing agreement between the graders
but may have exaggerated how well the method performed.
Therefore, to determine true false negatives, the total number
of false negatives was divided by the total number of B-scans
with CCs (145∕923 ¼ 15.8%) as opposed to the total number of
graded B-scans.

Table 6 Were CC falsely identified by automated detection?

Grade

Grader 1

No Yes

Grader 2 No 4995 9

Yes 25 37

% “No” by both graders = 98.6%

Table 7 Agreement in grading between the two graders.

Grading criterion Kappa

% Complete false-negative SC detection 0.783

% Complete false-positive SC detection 0.756

% Partial SC detection 0.628

% Exaggerated SC detection 0.159

% Complete false-negative CC detection 0.650

% Complete false-positive CC detection 0.682

Fig. 3 Automated detection of SC. (a) SC is clearly seen (yellow arrow) with (b) good identification. (c) In
one case, a small septum (yellow arrowhead) splits the SC (yellow arrow). (d) This septum is recognized
and avoided by the detection method.
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During image acquisition, because a single and distinct CC
could be seen on multiple B-scans, the total number of B-scans
with a CC did not equal the total number of CCs. Also, since B-
scans overlapped (Fig. 1), one unique CC could be represented
more than once on separate volumes. Therefore, to count the
total number of CCs, distinct CCs were defined as positive
identification (see CC criteria in methods) that was found in
at least 10 consecutive B-scans and that was represented in
both volumes if the CC was located in a region found in two
separate overlapping volumes. Based on this, a total of 24
CCs were counted when including CC of at least 5 pixels in
length. Changing the number of consecutive B-scans (�5)
did not affect the results. Varying the length of the CCs up to
8 pixels did not change the results, but at 9 pixels the number
of collectors did decrease to 18.

2-D B-scans were then organized into a 3-D caste of AHO
pathways [Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)]. Segmental anatomy was seen
with certain areas showing wider or narrower SC [Fig. 6(c)].
CCs [Fig. 6(d)] could be distinguished as well.

4 Discussion
Here we report the development of an automated AHO detection
method with the highest available resolution (∼11 μm B-scan
to B-scan; most commercial devices have a ∼30 μ B-scan to

Fig. 4 Automated detection of CC. (a) SC is clearly seen without a CC directly attached to the posterior
tip of SC. (b) Therefore, only SC is detected. (c) In a case of a clear CC (yellow arrowhead) arising from
the posterior tip of SC (yellow arrow). (d) The CC is additionally identified.

Fig. 5 Avoidance of the TM hyporeflective band. (a) An OCT hyporeflective shadow (yellow arrowhead)
that is often attributed to the TM is seen. This can appear to be attached to the anterior and dorsal portion
of SC (yellow arrow). (b) While unclear in its origin, to stay in convention with the literature, CC was
defined to avoid this structure.

Fig. 6 3-D construction of AHO pathways. (a) B-scans were arranged
in 3-D space using the CSLO image as a framework for isosurface
mapping in an Apple-Miyake view. (b) External view. (c) Different
areas of SC can appear thinner or wider (blue arrows). (d) First-
order CC roots are seen (green arrows).
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B-scan distance) aimed at identifying SC and prominent first-
order CCs in the intact eye of a living individual. With any
detection method, the final result is only as good as the detection
criteria and philosophy on which the method is based. Here, our
goal was a detection method that (a) did not create false struc-
tures and (b) if in error would err on the side of missing smaller
structures. We feel that we have accomplished this by very low
false-positive detection rates and low but still present false-
negative detection rates. When converted into a 3-D construct,
one clearly sees variability in SC size with identifiable CCs.

The automated detection method was precise. Good repro-
ducibility between expert readers was seen in the 2 × 2 tables
with good Cohen’s kappa values. Both graders also agreed that
the automated detection method was accurate, especially for SC
(98.3%). Cohen’s kappa is generally considered a more robust
test compared with percent agreement, given that it controls for
the agreement that might occur simply by chance.20 However,
it must be noted that kappa values are known to be flawed in
circumstances of low incidence.21 The remarkably low inci-
dence (Table 4) of exaggerated SC detection, therefore, explains
its low kappa value (0.159). In all cases, presenting the data as
2 × 2 tables transparently showed the raw values.

Also, while detection of SC was robust, the identification of
CCs was inherently more challenging for several reasons that
may have led to increased false negatives (at least ∼15%) or
an underestimate of the total number. First, we stopped our
detection at first-order CCs that were in direct communication
with SC. The reason for this was because this detection method
was aimed at OCT low-reflective structures. In the sclera, other
anterior segment OCT low-reflective lumens not associated with
AHO exist (arteries, veins, and lymphatics). Therefore, expand-
ing the automated detection method for lumens not in direct
contact with SC and posterior to the perilimbal area would
have created a complicated segmentation result including both
AHO- and non-AHO related structures. Second, to distinguish
true CCs from (a) an extra-long SC or (b) from the TM inter-
phase shadow, definitions of CCs had to be created (see Sec. 2).
Recent CC research with scanning electron microscopy has
recognized that CC can take on simple configurations with a
circular orifice or complex CC configurations with flaps or tor-
tuous CC/SC connections.11 Due to this, we likely missed CCs
in-line from SC, CCs that may have arisen from the anterior/
dorsal portions of SC close to the TM interphase shadow, or
tortuous CCs emanating out of plane from SC on the B-scan.
Third, despite good resolution, small CCs could fall between
B-scans, or two CCs close in space may not have been resolved
as being separate. Fourth, based on a philosophy driven by pri-
oritizing a very low false-positive detection rate at the risk of
possible false-negative detection, small single CCs or signal-
fuzzy CCs on B-scans located at the edges of larger CCs may
have been missed. Further complicating CC identification, CC
biology is becoming better understood with even a dynamic
component appreciated involving changes to the CC number
or size under different biological conditions such as varying
IOP.6 Therefore, while observing a similar number of CCs to
previously published literature (24 to 37 CCs in normal
eyes), this method had increased false negatives with a possible
underestimate in the total number.6,22,23 In the end, this method
may be more suited for detecting SC and roots of bigger and
classical CCs.

Special consideration should also be made for the arc-like
TM interphase shadow near SC commonly seen on anterior

segment OCT (Fig. 2).9 As the arc-like interphase shadow
showed low reflectivity, it was easily confused for an AHO
lumen and incorporated as CCs in early builds of the segmen-
tation method. Therefore, the CC definition was adjusted,
and we excluded the interphase shadow (Fig. 5). Nevertheless,
the actual identification of the interphase shadow has not been
proven. In the retina, careful OCT and histology ground-
truth-based image comparison led to a relabeling of the “IS-
OS junction” to the “ellipsoid layer.”24,25 This showed that iden-
tifying the anatomical counterpart of an OCT-based landmark is
not always easy and open to modification. Similar work needs
to be done for the anterior segment. One possible approach may
be to thread SC with a suture (similar to a clinical canaloplasty
surgery) such that the suture serves as a fiducial/reference
point for multimodal comparison between histology and OCT.
Nylon sutures are known to be autofluorescent and could be
identified by fluorescent microscopy.26

Finally, some limitations of this method must be discussed.
While SD-OCT is noted to be very fast, volume scans with high
resolution required many images. Motion tracking was crucial to
counteract motion artifacts, which increased the time necessary
to image 360 deg around the eye. Therefore, it took two days for
circumferential imaging using volume scans, which is not com-
patible for everyday clinical use. This is why we focused on
obtaining and analyzing a large number of B-scans (#5114)
in one individual as opposed to scanning multiple subjects.
Additional advances in anterior segment OCT, such as increased
speed or resolution will be necessary to make anterior segment
AHO pathway imaging practical enough for everyday clinical
care. More specifically, we speculate that axial orientation
with simultaneous image acquisition of both angles might sim-
plify the procedure by allowing the patient to just look straight
ahead without moving their eyes. Also, this will require less
time as two angles are imaged at once. Longer-wavelength
OCT (swept source) may also give better results with increased
depth of imaging at the risk of lesser resolution. Further testing
should be done in glaucomatous eyes because disease condi-
tions make image acquisition less optimal and image processing
and segmentation more difficult.

In conclusion, circumferential imaging with automated
segmentation and 3-D reconstruction of an intact eye in one
live individual’s AHO pathways was successfully performed.
Conventional AHO flows through SC, which lies along the lim-
bus, thus creating the impression that there is uniform 360 deg
outflow that radiates away from the limbus. However, substan-
tial literature suggests that outflow is segmental instead of
uniform.27–31 Real-time visualization of angiographic flow
using aqueous angiography has shown this nonuniformity.32–37

Circumferential OCT imaging here confirmed a segmental
structural characteristic. This result is supported by prior OCT
data from sampled portions of the eye from living individuals
showing pronounced segmental anatomy.10 While interesting,
the underlying meaning of AHO structure on OCT is unclear.
Regarding flow, a large lumen might mean decreased resistance
with increased flow. Alternatively, a large lumen could also
represent a stagnant pocket of trapped and unmoving fluid.
Clinically, this may be important to distinguish in the future
because of trabecular-targeted minimally invasive glaucoma
surgeries (MIGS). Near universal placement in the nasal quad-
rant of the eye in the setting of segmental outflow may explain
the variable success of MIGS. Therefore, improved AHO under-
standing with a noncontact and noninvasive modality such as
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anterior segment OCT may allow for customized glaucoma sur-
geries and better IOP lowering in the future.
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